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Sherritt Flag Company
is known to exist; however the significance of
that color is not known).
On it in white silhouette
is a representation of
the famous “Embattled
Farmer” statue created
by Daniel Chester French
National War Fund Flag.
in 1874 that is in Conblem,
sometimes fimbriated in white,
cord, Massachusetts next
to the North Bridge, site and bearing the inscription in white
“10%” was added to the base flag.
The location of the emblem varied,
sometimes placed in the lower fly.
The "Bullseye" Flag was awarded
for 100% participation of employees
contributing a minimum percentage
of their salaries for the War Bond
Drive. This flag is blue with the
Minuteman also in blue on a white
circle. There are no stars on this
flag.
The “T” Flag was awarded for both
90% or more participation and 10%
or more payroll subscription. This
flag may have replaced the 10% flag
discussed above since it is pictured
in advertising after the middle of
1942 and the 10% flag is not. It is

War Food Administration
Achievement Award.
blue stylized eagle in the center,
bordered on the top and bottom
with narrow red stripes each bearing three white stars. It was widely
used as the insignia for the 1943
campaigns for war relief agencies.
More than 132,000,000 pieces of
printed campaign literature were
issued carrying the symbol alone
or in combination with established
local identification.
The Minuteman Flag
The U.S. Treasury "Minuteman"
flag was developed in 1942 to recognize companies that achieved
90% or more participation of employees in the War Bond Drive. It is
still awarded and is the only World
War II award flag that still exists,
although today the threshold for
The WFA “A” flag in a 1944 ad.
winning the flag has been lowered
to 50% or more participation. US of the first battle of the American
Military regulations specify that it Revolution. It is commonly called the
is one of only a very few flags that “Minuteman”. Surrounding the figcan be attached to the same halyard ure is a semi-circle of 13 white stars.
as the US Flag, provided it is in the There were a number of variations
subordinate position. Also, the cur- of this design used during the war;
rent flags add a white star for each the base design from this period is
year of qualification up to five and still in use.
The “10%” flag was awarded for
then a gold star for each five years
10% of gross payroll being subof meeting the requirements.
The flag is blue (although at least scribed by the employees for the
one with a red field made by the War Bond Drive. A circular red em- The National War Fund flag was
featured in many different ways.
Above on a poster with the United
Seamens Service logo of three signal
flags spelling USS. This emblem was
also used on a blue flag.

The War Service pennant, reconstructed from the
written description. No original is known to exist.
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A NWF
pennant
featuring the flag.
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The basic “Minuteman” flag, still in use today.

The “Schools at War” flag.

MINUTE MAN TREASURY AWARD: Kaloaloa school, Damon tract, Territory
of Hawaii, was honored 29 Mar 1943 at a ceremony on the school grounds.
Holding the flag: Larry Bittner and Mrs. Henry F. Damon. Standing behind, L.
to R., Mrs. Mokumaia Mana, former principal; Miss Pauline Weiller, treasury
representative; Mrs. Dollie Richmond, principal; Capt. B. Levern, U.S.A.
the base flag design with a white
capital “T” added to the lower fly
side of the emblem.
The “T and Star” Flag was awarded
to companies as above that also met
their War Bond Goal. Its design is
the same as the “T” flag with a white
star added to the upper fly side of
the emblem.
In addition, there was a special
“Schools at War” program flag that

was the same as the base design,
except with the colors reversed. It
was introduced in September 1942
for schools where 90% or more of the
students were regularly buying War
Stamps and Bonds. However, by the
following April at least some schools
were receiving the regular “T” banner
or flag, although perhaps that was
for the teachers and other employees
rather than the students.

The “10%” award flag.

The “Bullsye” award flag.


The “Treasury T” award flag.

The “Treasury T” award flag with star.

Two posters printed just two months apart in 1942 possibly show the birth
of the “T” flag and a relationship to the “10%” flag. —7—

Unidentified Minuteman flag made by Sherritt

